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‘Say Cheese!’: Humane halos
from environmental practices in
dairy production

Heidi Zamzow* and Frédéric Basso

Department of Psychological and Behavioural Science, London School of Economics and Political

Science, London, United Kingdom

Awareness of the negative impacts of our food choices on planetary,

human and animal health is growing. Research shows an increasing number

of consumers consider ethical consequences when purchasing food. A

new market sector has emerged which caters to the demands of these

value-driven consumers. However, attempts to change the market through

ethical purchases may be thwarted by advertising strategies which exploit

the ‘halo e�ect’, a cognitive bias which manifests when first impressions

of one attribute influence subsequent evaluations of unknown attributes.

This research investigates how two ethical domains, environmentalism

and animal welfare, interact to influence consumer choice. In an online

experiment, we recruited 267 participants and randomly assigned them to

read either a pro-environmental, anti-environmental, or ethically neutral

vignette about a cheese company. After being asked to rate the dairy on

how well it treats its cows—an issue on which no information had been

provided—participants indicated how frequently they would recommend

the cheese compared to other brands. Results confirm that information

about the company’s environmental practices influenced perceptions of its

animal welfare practices: a ‘humane halo’ e�ect. Further, humane ratings

predicted product consumption recommendations, indicating the humane

halo acted as a mediator. Exploratory analyses suggest the strength of this

mediated relationship depends on participants’ environmental protection

values, particularly if they received negative information. Our findings establish

the existence of a cross-domain halo in food ethics and shed light on ways

to increase the e�ectiveness of policies designed to shift consumers to more

sustainable diets.

KEYWORDS

ethical consumption, animal products, dairy reduction, halo e�ect, animal welfare,

environmental values, negativity bias

Introduction

Among animal products, cheese is the third largest emitter of greenhouse gases, after

lamb and beef (Poore and Nemecek, 2018). In addition, dairy production is a major

contributor to other environmental problems such as poor air quality (Domingo et al.,

2021), water pollution (Joy et al., 2022), and excessive and inefficient use of natural

resources (Shepon et al., 2018; Clark et al., 2019; Hayek et al., 2020). Animal agriculture

is often discussed without differentiating between product types (e.g., Wellesley

et al., 2015), making dairy’s contribution to climate change and other environmental
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impacts less salient in both the scientific and public spheres.

As a result, researchers and policymakers concerned with

sustainability have focused on meat consumption in their

educational and behavioural interventions (see review in

Kwasny et al., 2022). Whilst many industrialised countries

may be reaching ‘peak meat’ (Carrington, 2021), both demand

for cheese and emissions from dairy continue to rise

(Sharma, 2020; USDA, 2021). More research is needed to

understand perceptions of dairy production in order to identify

opportunities for reducing consumption.

In the UK, food choices are primarily based on taste, cost,

and convenience (Wellesley et al., 2015). Beyond self-interested

drivers, however, there is evidence showing consumers can

also be motivated by more altruistic concerns (Lusk and

Briggeman, 2009), including human rights, the environment,

and animal welfare (Hain, 2017). These ‘ethical consumers’ use

their purchasing power to further ethical goals, considering

both upstream (e.g., resource extraction and production

methods) and downstream (e.g., pollution) consequences of

their food choices.

Recent literature suggests that environmental concerns may

be contributing to the observed decline in demand for meat

(Sanchez-Sabate and Sabaté, 2019), and some studies indicate

animal welfare also may be playing a role (Bertrandias et al.,

2021; Mathur et al., 2021). Consumer research has consistently

shown that the majority of people in Western cultures care

about how food animals are treated (Bayvel and Cross, 2010;

Ingenbleek et al., 2012; Estévez-Moreno et al., 2022), and many

consumers are willing to pay more for humanely-sourced food

(Lagerkvist and Hess, 2011; Spain et al., 2018; Thibault et al.,

2022). This concern has created a new market sector which

caters to the demands of these ethical consumers, such as ‘cage-

free’ eggs and ‘pasture-raised’ beef.

However, questions remain as to whether such marketing

practices effectively serve the intentions and expectations of

value-driven consumers. Bray et al. (2011) conducted focus

groups in the UK to better understand impediments to ethical

consumption. Although lack of awareness about the ethical

consequences of consumption choices was a significant barrier,

the primary issue which kept consumers from translating

their ethical preferences into purchasing behaviours was the

quantity, variety, and ambiguous nature of value-based labels

and advertisements which left consumers feeling confused and

overwhelmed. Similarly, a recent survey of 1,000 US consumers

found that 89% selected animal-sourced foods believing the

labels signified better treatment of animals, yet some labels

(e.g., ‘humane,’ ‘farm-raised’) lacked uniform standards, and

others referred to production practices unrelated to animal

welfare (Thibault et al., 2022). For example, the survey showed

almost 70% of respondents purchased ‘natural’ dairy products

because they associated the label with more humane practices,

yet this appellation has no bearing on treatment of dairy cows

(Dominick et al., 2018). Likewise, UK consumers motivated by

animal welfare concerns may purchase organic foods because

they conflate the term ‘organic’ with being ‘animal-friendly’

(Harper and Makatouni, 2002). Food manufacturers have a

vested interest in highlighting only those product attributes

which they believe will appeal to their customers. The obscurity

and ambivalence which are often inherent in ethically-based

food choices create an ideal scenario for the halo effect when

marketing claims are salient in one ethical attribute yet silent

on another.

The halo e�ect

The halo effect is a type of cognitive bias where known

characteristics of a person or product influence expectations

about unknown qualities. The term was first coined by Edward

Thorndike (1920) who observed that, when asking someone to

evaluate a colleague in one attribute, the rater’s initial evaluation

cast a ‘halo’ which predicted subsequent evaluations of other

attributes. In daily life, choices are often based on information

that is, at best, limited and ambiguous. The halo effect can

facilitate more rapid and efficient decision-making by engaging

heuristic processing mechanisms which selectively identify and

interpret information to fit patterns. Because these inferences are

not backed by evidence, the halo effect reinforces and propagates

cognitive bias, creating a path dependency which can play a

significant role in shaping not only perceptions but behaviours.

In recent years, ethical consumers have become a significant

share of the market, with some surveys indicating upwards

of 80% of respondents prioritise sustainability and brands

which align with their social values (Kohan, 2021). Because

consumers’ beliefs about a company can have a strong influence

on their purchasing behaviour, many firms are responding

with marketing campaigns which signal corporate social

responsibility (CSR) to enhance their image with stakeholders

and promote brand loyalty (Jin and Lee, 2019). Such branding

strategies often benefit from halo effects. For instance, Sheehan

and Lee (2014) found that a ‘cruelty-free’ claim caused

consumers to perceive a product as being safer andmore socially

responsible than other brands, and that this perception was

intensified by values related to animal welfare.

Research shows that halo effects can occur within, as well

as between, ethical domains. As an example of a within-domain

effect, one study showed that when French university students

read a brief description of a large European manufacturer

of printers, those who went on to learn the company had

a print cartridge recycling programme were more likely to

believe the manufacturer also used eco-friendly production

practices, compared to participants who did not read about

the programme (Smith et al., 2010, Study 1). Smith et al.

(2010, Study 2) also demonstrated a cross-domain halo effect:

when participants learned a fast-food restaurant chain engaged

in environmental initiatives (e.g., renewable energy and waste
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reduction), they rated it higher on community-related CSR

activities (e.g., blood donation and feeding the homeless)

compared to those students who read only the generic

description of the company. The same authors later ran a similar

experiment online using US participants (Smith et al., 2018).

Again testing the cross-domain halo effect, Smith et al. (2018,

Study 1) showed that a fast-food company described as being at

the forefront of environmentally friendly business practices (e.g.,

using solar panels and composting) was judged by participants

to be more likely to ensure employee, customer and community

well being, compared to a similar restaurant chain with more

moderate pro-environmental initiatives (e.g., recycling and

reducing water use). This effect held even when measuring

participants’ inferences about specific CSR initiatives, such

as providing leadership opportunities for women employees

(Smith et al., 2018, Study 2). The same study also demonstrated a

within-domain environmental halo; for instance, the progressive

company was perceived to be more likely than its more modest

competitor to recycle cooking oil, even though this action was

not listed among its pro-environmental activities.

Research on halo effects from ethical claims in the context

of food has yielded mixed results. Most studies have looked

at ‘health’ halos from environmental claims, such as organic

(Schuldt and Schwarz, 2010; Lee et al., 2013; Richetin et al.,

2022) or ‘eco-friendly’ (Sörqvist et al., 2015). For example, a

sample of shoppers at a mall in the US perceived cookies, potato

chips and yoghurt labelled ‘organic’ to be more nutritious and

lower in calories compared to the same products when labelled

‘regular’ (Lee et al., 2013). Sörqvist et al. (2015) had Swedish

students taste samples of fruit (grapes or raisins) described as

either ‘conventional’ or ‘eco-friendly’ and then estimate which

was healthier, higher in calories, or contained fewer vitamins

and minerals. Despite the fact that the samples came from the

same package (all conventionally produced), participants who

tasted raisins rated the eco-labelled product more favourably on

all three measures. Calorie estimates for the two samples did

not differ for those who tasted grapes, however, even though the

‘eco-friendly’ version was perceived to be healthier and higher

in vitamin and mineral content. Another study using German

university students showed no difference in health perceptions

of a spicy snack when it was promoted as ‘sustainable’ versus

when no environmental information was provided (Bschaden

et al., 2022).

The variation in sample pool, food product and research

design makes it difficult to ascertain the source of the observed

inconsistencies. Findings are also mixed with respect to how

environmental ethics might influence consumer decisions in

similar contexts. Some studies (Schuldt and Schwarz, 2010;

Schuldt et al., 2012; Sörqvist et al., 2015) indicate effects are

more pronounced in people with strong environmental values,

whilst Lee et al. (2013) found just the opposite, i.e., a diminished

halo effect in participants who scored higher on their pro-

environmental index. Other studies (Bschaden et al., 2022)

found no significant influence of environmental ethics on the

halo effect.

In another ethical domain, Schuldt et al. (2012, Study 2)

found that consumers perceived a chocolate bar’s caloric content

differently depending on how fairly the workers involved in

its production were treated, and that this ‘health halo’ was

moderated by participants’ social ethics. However, we are aware

of no studies which have explored whether ethical claims in one

aspect of food production can lead to inferences about other

ethical aspects of food production. Given that consumers may

consider both the environment and animal welfare in their food

purchases, in the present research we ask: Can an environmental

ethics claim cast a ‘humane’ halo?

The bulk of food marketing research has logically focused

on positive halos which can be used to help sell a company’s

products by creating a favourable impression in the minds

of consumers. However, Schuldt et al. (2012, Study 2) also

found evidence of an even stronger negative halo effect1, in

that consumers perceived calories to be higher if they felt the

workers were being treated poorly and, in turn, were less likely

to recommend the product. This finding is somewhat intriguing,

given that it rarely appears in the food psychology literature.

However, many studies have been done on positive-negative

asymmetry, or ‘negativity bias,’ which could help shed light on

their results. Baumeister et al. (2001) argue that, as a survival

mechanism to avoid danger, ‘we are psychologically designed

to respond to bad more strongly than good’ (p. 325). In a

comprehensive review of the negativity bias phenomenon, the

authors conclude that bad events produce more emotion and

have stronger effects on adjustment than good events. Other

researchers have found that consumers may be more confident

in their evaluations when they are based on negative rather than

positive information (Alves et al., 2019).

Negativity dominance, a related aspect of negativity bias

(Rozin and Royzman, 2001), may also play a role. Put simply, all

else being equal, when good and bad are combined, bad usually

wins. People are more prone to notice—and act upon—negative

information because it is counter-normative (Baumeister et al.,

2001). When a negative behaviour is related to ethical issues (as

opposed to, for instance, competence), the effect can be even

stronger (Rozin and Royzman, 2001). The reasoning behind this

assertion is that entities which violate the norm are resisting

social pressure and risking social retribution, therefore their

behaviour may be more revealing of their character in general;

‘good’ behaviour, on the other hand, is expected and hence may

not be as demanding of either attention or action (Baumeister

et al., 2001).

Aside from Schuldt and colleagues, there are few studies

which explore the effect of negative halos resulting from a

food company’s ethical practices. Further, despite the growth

1 In other literature, a negative halo may be termed a ‘reverse halo’ or

‘horn’ e�ect.
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in ‘green’ marketing (Babkin et al., 2021), we are aware of no

studies which have looked at the influence of a food producer’s

environmental ethics on perceptions of its animal welfare

practices. Our study builds upon the work of Schuldt et al. (2012,

Study 2) by testing the halo effect in a cross-domain food ethics

context and exploring the role of negative halos in perceptions

of a dairy company. We formally hypothesise that:

H1: Participants will recommend eating a cheese more

frequently when the cheese company producing it is

described as engaging in pro-environmental practices.

H2: Participants will judge a dairy as (a) treating its cows

better when they believe it engages in pro-environmental

practices and (b) treating its cows worse when they

believe it engages in anti-environmental practices.

H3: The relationship between a cheese company’s

environmental practices and consumption frequency

recommendations of the cheese it produces will be

mediated by participants’ judgments of how the

company treats its dairy cows.

Using a moderated mediation analysis, we also explore whether

this relationship is influenced by the strength of participants’

environmental protection values.

Materials and methods

This study was preregistered with the Wharton Credibility

Lab, University of Pennsylvania (#23873). Please refer to the

Supplementary material for survey design and analyses details

not included in the text.

Research design

This replication is conceptual in that it applies the

psychological phenomenon of the halo effect in a new context.

Both the current work and Schuldt et al. (2012, Study 2) employ

a between-subjects design using one independent variable and

three conditions to investigate (1) whether claims regarding the

ethics of how a food was produced could result in unwarranted

inferences (a halo effect); (2) whether those inferences in turn

would predict consumption recommendations; and (3) whether

effects would be more pronounced among individuals who

hold strong values about ethical consumption. To preserve the

integrity of the replication, we attempted to match the survey

design and stimuli as described in Schuldt et al. (2012, Study

2) in terms of the nature of the vignette and framing of the

conditions (ethical versus unethical) as well as the outcome

variable (consumption recommendation). However, whereas

Schuldt and colleagues tested the effect of fair trade practices

on health inferences in the context of social equity values, we

test the effect of environmental practices on animal welfare

inferences in the context of environmental protection values.

Data collection

Through Prolific Academic’s crowdsourcing website, we

recruited 292 UK participants to complete a brief survey on food

consumption in exchange for £0.50. Of those, 25 were excluded

for the following reasons: failed attention check (8), did not

answer with care and diligence (2) or had dietary restrictions

(15), leaving 267 participants ranging in age from 18 to 74

(Mage = 37.40, SDage = 12.02; 196 female, 71 male). An a priori

power analysis in G∗Power 3.1 (Faul et al., 2007) indicated this

was a sufficient sample size for a 95% probability of detecting

a medium size effect (d = 0.5) given a conventional level of

significance (α = 0.05).

We took further precautions in designing and implementing

the experiment to help ensure optimal quality. To ensure

participants engaged sufficiently with the stimuli before

answering questions, we set a 20-s timer on the treatment

condition page, as pilot studies suggested this was the minimum

time necessary to carefully read the vignette. We blocked

access to mobile phone users because we observed during pilot

studies that the Qualtrics survey was not always properly and

consistently displayed on mobile devices. We also included

questions to check attention (‘Please respond with “Strongly

Agree” for this item’), care and diligence, and comprehension

as further quality control measures (e.g., excluding non-human

participants or ‘bots’). Finally, at the end of the survey we

included a comment box for participants to provide feedback.

Procedure

After reading the instructions and giving informed consent,

participants were randomly assigned by computer algorithm

to one of three brief descriptions of a cheese made by a

fictitious company called ‘Delly’s.’ In all the conditions, they

were presented with the same image of cheese and standard

information about the product:

‘Delly’s has been making cheese for over 50 years. The

company prides itself on quality control, with each batch

of cheese thoroughly tested for texture and flavour. Delly’s

routinely wins awards from the National Cheese Society and

other groups, and in 2012, the company received a gold medal

in the World Championship Cheese Contest.’

Participants in the pro-environmental condition (n = 90)

went on to read an additional paragraph which detailed the

company’s favourable environmental practices (e.g., effective

waste management and support of environmental regulations).

In the anti-environmental condition, participants (n = 91)

instead read an additional paragraph with the wording
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adjusted to reflect unfavourable practices (e.g., ineffective waste

management and opposition of regulation). The control group

(n= 86) received the standard description only.

Measures

After being presented with the vignettes, participants were

then asked to respond to the following items.

Humane rating. To determine whether the environmental

ethics frame would invite unwarranted inferences about animal

welfare practices, participants were asked ‘Compared to other

cheese producers, how well do you think Delly’s treats its dairy

cows?’ (1= Far worse, 4= About the same, 7= Far better).

Consumption recommendations. To determine whether

the environmental ethics frame could influence downstream

consumption decisions, participants were asked, ‘Compared to

other brands of cheese, how often do you think that Delly’s cheese

should be eaten?’ (1= Far less often, 4= About the same amount,

7= Far more often).

Environmental protection values. Because our research

question related to the potential role of ethical consumerism

on food behaviour, we chose the six-item GREEN scale (Haws

et al., 2014) to explore whether participants’ responses to

information about environmental aspects of cheese production

could be a function of their values. The scale was designed

specifically to capture ‘the tendency to express the value

of environmental protection through one’s purchases and

consumption behaviours’ (Haws et al., 2014, p. 337), for

example: ‘My purchase habits are affected by my concern for

our environment’ (1 = Strongly disagree, 4 = Neither agree nor

disagree, 7= Strongly agree).

Demographics. The survey concluded with questions

regarding personal details. In addition to age, gender, level

of education and political standing, we asked participants to

describe their dietary identity (omnivore, vegetarian, etc.; Piazza

and Loughnan, 2016) and disclose any dietary restrictions so that

we could eliminate any respondents who limited or excluded

dairy products.

Data analyses

We analysed the data with IBM SPSS Version 25 software

and used an alpha level of 0.05 for all statistical tests. As the

data set failed Levene’s test for equal variance, we used a Welch’s

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the Games-Howell pairwise

multiple comparison test for post hoc analyses. Confidence

intervals (CI) which do not contain zero indicate significant

effects. For effect sizes of the experimental manipulation,

Cohen’s d with the Welch correction was calculated in

Microsoft Excel Version 16.54 (Gaetano, 2019). All mediation

and moderation analyses were performed with the PROCESS

Version 3.3 macro for SPSS which uses an ordinary least squares

regression with percentile bootstrap confidence intervals (Hayes,

2018).

We conducted the analyses in three steps. First, we tested

the main effect (H1) and halo effect (H2) of the manipulation on

the outcome variable of interest using a between-subjects one-

way ANOVA with post hoc tests as described above. Second, we

used PROCESS Model 4 to test for the mediation (H3). Third,

we conducted exploratory analyses using PROCESSModel 1 and

Model 8 to determine if the observed effects were influenced by

environmental protection values.

Results

Sample characteristics

Descriptive statistics from SPSS were used to characterise

participants’ demographics. Approximately two-thirds of the

participants reported eating mostly meat and vegetables, with

the other third restricting or eliminating meat from their diets.

The sample pool was diverse educationally (18% with secondary

education, 21% with some college, 40% college graduates and

21% postgraduate) as well as politically, albeit with a tendency to

lean liberal (46%) versusmoderate (22%) or conservative (21%).

Eleven percent of respondents expressed no political affiliation.

A one-way ANOVA confirmed demographic characteristics did

not differ between treatment conditions.

Main analyses

Main effect (H1). Analyses revealed a significant effect of

the environmental framing on consumption recommendations

across the three conditions [F(2, 264) = 128.94, p < 0.001]. As

predicted, participants who were told the company engaged in

pro-environmental practices weremore likely to recommend the

cheese than participants who received no ethical information

about the company [MPRO = 5.04, SDPRO = 1.07; MCONTROL

= 4.64, SDCONTROL = 0.97; MDIFF = 0.41, 95% CIDIFF (0.04,

0.77), p = 0.025, d = 0.40]. In addition, we observed that the

effect of the framing was even more pronounced for participants

who were told the company engaged in harmful environmental

practices [MANTI = 2.37, SDANTI = 1.50;MDIFF =−2.27, 95%

CIDIFF (−2.71,−1.82), p < 0.001, d =−1.79].

Halo effect (H2). Consistent with our expectations,

there were significant differences in participants’ humane

ratings between groups who received positive, negative or no

information about Delly’s environmental practices [F(2, 264) =

159.23, p< 0.001]. Relative to the control condition, participants

rated the dairy company as treating its cows better when it took

measures to protect the environment [MPRO = 5.67, SDPRO

= 0.92; MCONTROL = 4.88, SDCONTROL = 0.95; MDIFF =
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FIGURE 1

Mean scores for (A) cheese consumption recommendations and (B) judgment of dairy cow treatment, across the three conditions. Error bars

correspond to 95% confidence intervals. Asterisks indicate significant di�erences versus the control condition, *p < 0.05 and ***p < 0.001.

0.78, 95% CIDIFF (0.45, 1.12), p < 0.001, d = 0.84]. Again, a

larger effect was observed in the anti-environmental condition,

where participants judged the dairy cows to be treated far worse

[MANTI = 2.91, SDANTI = 1.29; MDIFF = −1.97, 95% CIDIFF

(−2.37,−1.57), p < 0.001, d =−1.73].

Results for testing our first and second hypotheses are

depicted in Figures 1A,B, respectively. Taken together, the

data suggest that, in considering how a cheese is produced,

consumers will infer that a dairy treats its cows in a similar way

it treats the environment; that is, the ethical claim regarding

the environment projects a ‘humane halo.’ Further, negative

information appears to have far more impact on judgments than

does positive information.

Mediation (H3). Having established significant main effects

on both the outcome variable and the proposed mediator, we

proceeded to test our mediation hypothesis using PROCESS

Model 4. We used indicator coding for the multi-categorical

independent variable (Hayes and Preacher, 2014). Because we

were interested in testing the effect of the treatment compared

with the control, we coded the conditions as follows: 0 =

Control, 1 = Pro-environmental, and 2 = Anti-environmental

(PROCESS identifies 0 as the default reference group). We set

humane ratings as the mediator in our model and consumption

recommendations as the outcome variable. We report the

unstandardized coefficients as generated by PROCESS for direct

comparison with results from bootstrapping analyses (Hayes

et al., 2017).

Results demonstrate that the information on environmental

practices indirectly influenced consumption recommendations

through its effect on perceptions of animal welfare. Bootstrap

analysis with 5,000 resamples indicated that the indirect

effect of pro-environmental information on consumption

recommendations through humane ratings was slightly positive

and significant [b= 0.48, SE= 0.11, 95% CI (0.28, 0.71)]. Whilst

the direct effect of the environmental ethics claim had been

significant without the mediator [b= 0.41, SE= 0.18, p= 0.027,

95% CI (0.047, 0.763)], it was no longer significant once the

mediator was included in the model [b = −0.07, SE = 0.16, p

= 0.656, 95% CI (−0.386, 0.244)], indicating a full mediation2.

Likewise, the indirect effect of anti-environmental information

was strongly negative and significant [b = −1.20, SE = 0.16,

95% CI (−1.51, −0.90)]. Here the direct effect on consumption

recommendations was substantially weakened though remained

significant [from b = −2.27, SE = 0.18, p < 0.001, 95% CI

(−2.623, −1.909) to b = −1.07, SE = 0.19, p < 0.001, 95%

CI (−1.444, −0.690)]. The model was significant [F(3, 263) =

157.01, p < 0.001] and accounted for 49% of the variance in

consumption recommendations (R2 = 0.49); see Figure 2.

2 There is disagreement in the research community regarding what

constitutes a ‘true’ test of mediation. Without entering into the debate,

we report here results which meet Baron and Kenny (1986) causal

steps criteria for mediation. Whilst our findings are consistent with

their definition of ‘full’ mediation (in the pro-environmental treatment)

and ‘partial’ mediation (for the anti-environmental treatment), we

acknowledge the criticism that—in real life situations—the relationship

between an independent and dependent variable is unlikely to be

fully mediated. We also include significance tests for component paths

(Yzerbyt et al., 2018) as well as the bootstrapping confidence intervals

(Preacher and Hayes, 2004) generated by Model 4 to confirm the

mediation.
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FIGURE 2

Model testing whether judgments about a dairy’s treatment of its cows mediate the e�ect of environmental ethics information on consumption

recommendations. The model accounted for 49% of the variance in consumption recommendations (R2
= 0.49). Numbers in parentheses

indicate direct e�ects without inclusion of the mediator in the model. Asterisks indicate significant di�erences versus the control condition,

***p < 0.001.

Moderated mediation analysis

For all our exploratory analyses, we used the same

indicator coding as described in our mediation analysis and

again report the unstandardised regression coefficients. The

model parameters were as in Model 4, with the addition

of environmental protection values as the moderator, mean-

centred for ease of interpretation. Responses for the six items on

the GREEN scale were highly correlated (Cronbach’s α = 0.91)

and thus were averaged. A one-way between-subjects ANOVA

showed no effect of the experimental manipulation on the

scale, confirming its reliability as a moderator. Linear regression

indicated GREEN scale scores alone did not predict either

humane ratings (p = 0.411) or consumption recommendations

(p= 0.173).

Moderated mediation occurs when the indirect effect of

the independent variable on the outcome variable through

the mediator changes across different levels of the moderator.

Because our research focuses on the halo effect, we investigated

a first stage moderated mediation (Edwards and Lambert, 2007),

where the indirect effect is moderated through the influence of

environmental protection values on the relationship between

environmental information and perceptions of animal welfare.

To better understand the nature of the conditional (moderated)

indirect effect, we first conducted simple moderation analyses

of both the main effect and the halo effect using PROCESS

Model 1. Isolating the effect of environmental protection values

on the relationship between environmental ethics information

and consumption recommendations, without including humane

ratings in the model, we found a significant interaction between

framing and GREEN scale scores in the anti-environmental

condition [b = −0.50, SE = 0.21, p = 0.018, 95% CI (−0.912,

−0.087)] but not in the pro-environmental treatment [b =

0.284, SE = 0.20, p = 0.165, 95% CI (−0.118, 0.685)]. We then

examined whether the halo effect varies as a function of how

strongly people feel about environmentally ethical consumption

by again using Model 1, this time with humane ratings as

the outcome variable. As with consumption recommendations,

the data suggest that the positive halo is not moderated by

participants’ environmental protection values [b = 0.103, SE =

0.19, p= 0.577, 95% CI (−0.261, 0.467)] but the negative halo is

[b=−0.40, SE= 0.19, p= 0.035, 95% CI (−0.778,−0.029)].

By grouping GREEN scale scores as low (defined as

one standard deviation below the mean), average, and high

(one standard deviation above the mean), we can visualise

the interactions using simple slopes (Figure 3). Consumption

recommendations by participants who read the negative

environmental framing fall rapidly moving up the scale but

only gradually increase for participants in the positive framing

(Figure 3A). The effect of anti-environmental information on

product endorsement is sizeable and significant at all three

levels of GREEN scale scores. Therefore, exploratory analysis

suggests that consumers’ environmental protection values could

be an important factor influencing product recommendations

when the dairy is shown to be environmentally irresponsible,

but they are not likely to have a significant effect if the

environmental information about the company is positive

or ambiguous.

A similar pattern is seen for the effect of environmental

protection values on perceptions of animal welfare (Figure 3B).

The gap between humane ratings in the pro-environmental

versus control conditions does not change significantly with

increasing environmental values. However, the gap between the

control and the anti-environmental condition gets widermoving

along the scale. The perception that irresponsible environmental

practices signify irresponsible animal treatment intensifies as the

strength of participants’ commitment to environmentally ethical

consumption increases.
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FIGURE 3

Simple slopes analysis showing the e�ect of participants’ environmental protection values on (A) endorsement of the dairy’s cheese (in terms of

how frequently they would recommend it be eaten) and (B) how well they perceived the dairy’s treatment of its cows, compared to other

brands. Low and High values correspond to one standard deviation below and one standard deviation above the mean, respectively.

Having established evidence that the interaction between

environmental information and environmental protection

values significantly impacts both humane ratings and

consumption recommendations, we tested moderation of

the full mediation model using PROCESSModel 8, conceptually

represented in Figure 4. The macro uses an index of moderated

mediation with bootstrap confidence intervals to draw statistical

inference. As opposed to the piecemeal approach described

above, the index quantifies the relationship between the

moderator and indirect effects (Hayes, 2018).

Treatment condition, GREEN scale scores, their interaction

terms, and humane ratings were all included as predictors in

the model. For the anti-environmental condition, the index

of moderated mediation was significant [index = −0.229, SE

= 0.107, 95% CI (−0.454, −0.030)]. Both direct and indirect

effects were negative and significant at low, average and high

levels of the moderator, with confidence intervals that did not

contain 0. The index confidence interval did include 0 in the pro-

environmental condition [95% CI (−0.127, 0.253)]. The model

was significant [F(6, 260) = 83.54, p < 0.001] and accounted

for 66% of the variance in consumption recommendations

(R2 = 0.66). Results strongly suggest that the mediation

of the effect of negative information regarding a dairy’s

environmental practices on consumption recommendations of
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FIGURE 4

Conceptual model of the moderated mediation analysis used to

explore the influence of the moderator (environmental

protection values) on the relationship between the independent

variable (environmental information) and the mediator (humane

rating) as well as on the relationship between the independent

variable and the outcome variable (consumption

recommendation). Adapted from Hayes (2018).

its cheese through animal welfare perceptions is moderated by

participants’ environmental protection values.

Discussion

Conceptual replication is critical to advancing and

improving theoretical development, as well as maintaining

scientific integrity (Stroebe and Strack, 2014; Camerer et al.,

2018; Baucal et al., 2020). In a well-powered, preregistered

study using UK participants, we find evidence that an ethical

claim in one domain can lead to unwarranted inferences in

another ethical domain, confirming this halo effect as a robust

phenomenon and extending the literature on its application in

the context of food consumption. Schuldt et al. (2012) found

that consumer judgments could be influenced by social ethics

claims in chocolate production which provoke a ‘health halo.’ In

like fashion, we demonstrated that consumers can be influenced

by environmental practices in dairy production which cast

a ‘humane halo.’ In so doing, we show that altruistic/ethical

halo effects could be drivers of food consumption, in addition

to self-interested ones. Of particular relevance to reducing

consumption of animal products, we also found evidence to

support the authors’ finding of a pronounced negative halo

from unethical food production which was conditional upon

the strength of perceivers’ values. Taken together, these results

provide the first empirical evidence that ethics-related attributes

can bias perceptions of animal welfare in dairy production as

well as endorsement of the dairy product itself.

We find it interesting that the relationship between pro-

environmental framing and consumption recommendations

appears to be due to the indirect effect through perceptions

of dairy cow treatment. This implies that, when prompted

to consider the dairy cows—and when subsequently judging

them to be treated well—consumers may indeed be more

likely to recommend a cheese compared to other brands. Dairy

advertisements frequently employ visual rhetoric of cows in

nature, raising the possibility that the ‘humane halo’ may play a

part in marketing strategy (Borkfelt et al., 2015; Shortall, 2019).

It is worth noting that a dairy company’s pro-environmental

practices alone were not enough to cause participants to

recommend its cheese over other brands about which they had

no information. In contrast, both direct effects of unethical

information and indirect effects through the negative halo were

substantial and significant, with a roughly equivalent influence

on consumption recommendations.

Our mediation analysis reveals that the path dependency

of evaluations is not linear and depends on the valence

of the information. Participants receiving information about

ethical practices ‘adjust down,’ in that their humane ratings are

higher than their consumption ratings (from MHR = 5.67 to

MCR = 5.04). Conversely, participants receiving information

about unethical practices ‘adjust up’—that is, their negative

evaluations become even stronger. As low as humane ratings

were (MHR = 2.91), average consumption ratings were even

lower (MCR = 2.37), reflecting participants’ dissatisfaction

with the dairy’s treatment of the environment as well as their

perceived treatment of the cows. As a result, the effect of positive

versus negative information on consumption recommendations

is highly asymmetrical (Figure 5).

The literature on negativity bias (Baumeister et al., 2001;

Rozin and Royzman, 2001; Alves et al., 2019) lends itself well

to interpretation of our results. Good behaviour is expected

and therefore not likely to be rewarded; ‘bad actors,’ on

the other hand, warrant punishment (Harth et al., 2013).

Consistent with the theory of negativity dominance (Rozin

and Royzman, 2001), a negative halo is likely to emerge if

good information is immediately followed by bad (Kahneman,

2011). The positive tone of the control3 (e.g., ‘award-winning’)

may have set up a contrast which accentuated the counter-

normativity of the anti-environmental behaviour, leading to

stronger effects (Baumeister et al., 2001). By claiming a high-

quality product, rather than ‘buffering’ against any subsequent

negative publicity (Dawar and Pillutla, 2000; Cho and Kim,

3 A one-sample t-test indicated that humane ratings and consumption

frequency recommendations for participants in the control group were

significantly higher than 4 (p < 0.001), the mid-point of the response

scale. The standard description read by participants in all groups was not

entirely ‘neutral’ in the sense that it made reference to the quality of the

cheese and the fact that the dairy had won awards. This language was

crafted to closely reflect the wording in the original study, which also

reported control means which were above the mid-point. Additionally,

we felt this type of description was typical of what consumers confront

in the marketplace, where companies often advertise their products as

high quality and award-winning. The objective of the research is not to

compare treatment results to a theoretical ‘true’ neutral condition which

does not accurately reflect real-world conditions but rather to determine

how participants deviate from the control as a result of the manipulation.
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FIGURE 5

Asymmetrical e�ect of positive (pro-environmental production practices) versus negative (anti-environmental production practices) information

on participants’ perception of dairy cow treatment (humane rating) and their subsequent cheese consumption recommendation. The treatment

e�ect of positive information (versus a neutral control) is significantly smaller than the e�ect of negative information. In addition, when moving

from the humane rating to the consumption decision, the e�ect of positive information is attenuated whereas the e�ect of negative information

increases.

2012), dairy promotions could possibly backfire if unethical

issues are exposed.

Results of our moderation analyses support the conclusion

of Schuldt et al. (2012) that ethical consumers process

information more heuristically and are thus more susceptible

to the halo effect and more vulnerable to marketing strategies

which exploit it. However, in addition to the interaction, we also

found significant main halo effects whereas the original study

did not. Overall, our treatment effect sizes for both positive and

negative halos, as well as consumption recommendations, were

considerably larger and were statistically significant regardless

of the strength of environmental values. This finding may be

due in part to the sample being larger and/or drawn from a

different population, however the nature of the halo itself may

also have played a role. Concern for animal welfare can provoke

strong emotions (Herzog and Golden, 2009), and research has

shown this concern extends to farm animals, including dairy

cows (Wolf et al., 2016; Busch et al., 2017). Whilst we did

not directly measure emotional responses, they are known to

have a powerful influence on attitude formation and subsequent

decision-making (Slovic et al., 2007) and thus could help explain

the strength of our effects.

Limitations and future directions

These findings should be interpreted with caution, as this

experiment represents only one study of a UK sample. We

recognise there can be vast cultural differences concerning

animal welfare in food production (e.g., Fitzpatrick, 2009;

Mazhary, 2021). Even within the UK there may be geographical

differences, as perceptions of animals and the environment

may differ between urban and rural populations (Vanhonacker

et al., 2010). In addition to more studies using diverse

populations, we recommend further research into ethical halos

which combine different stimuli and measures. Our results are

strongly indicative of a mediation via perceptions of animal

welfare, however we did not attempt to measure the individual

motivations behind whether participants recommended the

cheese or not. Individuals will vary significantly in the

degree to which self-interest versus more altruistic tendencies

influence choice (Lusk and Briggeman, 2009). As discussed,

consumers consistently express a desire for humane treatment

of animals in food production. At the same time, some research

has shown that consumers associate better taste with better

treatment of the animal from whom the food was sourced
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(Anderson and Barrett, 2016; Bray and Ankeny, 2017) as well as

with sustainable production (Sörqvist et al., 2015). Our stimuli

make specific reference to ‘manure management’ which may

engender disgust, an emotion which has been implicated as

a mediator of meat consumption (Ruby and Heine, 2012). In

addition, both environmental and animal welfare practices in

cheese production may be linked to perceptions of food safety

(Harper and Makatouni, 2002; Demartini et al., 2018). Future

studies could help parse out the relative contributions of these

factors, for instance through a serial mediation model including

taste as well as animal welfare.

The relationship between consumers’ animal welfare values

and their perception of dairy production should be further

explored to generate additional insight into the psychological

mechanisms underpinning our observations. A follow-up study

could switch the stimuli and the mediator, such that information

is provided regarding animal welfare, and participants are

subsequently asked to evaluate environmental practices. Direct

and indirect effects could again be compared, and animal welfare

rather than environmental protection values could be explored

as a moderator. There is also a gap in the literature regarding

how consumers perceive the consumption of an animal ‘product’

(e.g., milk or eggs) as opposed to the animal itself (e.g., beef

cattle or chicken), despite the fact that all animals used in

food production are ultimately slaughtered. We focused on

cheese in this study primarily because of its environmental

consequences, but a conceptual replication using eggs rather

than dairy products could improve our understanding of

consumer psychology and ethical consumption as it relates to

animal-based foods.

Our results are consistent with Schuldt et al. (2012,

Study 2) who suggested that the observed halo effect on

participants’ product endorsement could impact downstream

consumption. However, we also acknowledge that behaviour

does not necessarily follow from intention. Participants may

say they would or would not recommend a cheese but fail

to do so in practice (Vigors, 2018). Eating behaviours are

complex and contextual. Food choices are often strongly

influenced by norms and other sociocultural factors which

can be difficult to measure, and we do not attempt to do so

here. Rather, we provide additional insight into drivers of dairy

consumption by identifying a potential underlying mechanism

which could be leveraged in behavioural interventions to change

dietary practices.

Finally, whilst environmental and animal welfare ethics may

contribute to consumer recommendations of one brand of dairy

products over another, this does not in any way predict that these

factors would deter consumers from eating less dairy overall, let

alone eliminating it entirely. Self-interest is likely to dominate

food behaviours, even amongst consumers who consider the

ethical consequences of their diets (Lusk and Briggeman, 2009;

Wellesley et al., 2015). Individual behaviours will change when

norms change, but this will need the support of policy and

regulation (Godfray et al., 2018). Complementary interventions

will be required, to include incorporating externalised costs,

incentivising innovation, and supporting businesses in bringing

more sustainable and humane alternatives to market so that

they are affordable and accessible. In addition, consumers need

education not only on climate impacts but also how to easily and

enjoyably incorporate non-dairy products into their diets. All of

these strategies can be augmented by continuing to study food

behaviours in order to understand the most effective means of

shifting consumers to more sustainable lifestyles.

Implications

The halo effect can shape perceptions of not only people

and objects, but producers of goods we consume every day.

The danger is that it could be used to manipulate people

into buying certain foods because they perceive production

methods to be congruent with their values or standards.

Our research shows that people can generalise from one

kind of ethics claim to another ethical domain which may

be a determining factor in dairy product choice. In light

of the findings that negative information can have a strong

influence on perceptions and possibly downstream consumption

behaviours, the following considerations may be useful for

policymakers and advocacy groups interested in reducing dairy

consumption in the population:

Bring dairy to the climate change table. Concern for the

environment, and climate change in particular, is at an all-time

high in the UK (Steentjes, 2021). Encouragingly, this concern

has translated into a significant reduction in meat consumption

which is expected to continue (Stewart et al., 2021). Yet

awareness of the connection between dairy and environmental

impacts appears to be lagging. Our study shows that consumers

are likely to develop negative attitudes towards a cheese when

they learn its production has harmed the environment. In

addition to raising awareness about water and air pollution

associated with the industry, making the connection between

climate change and dairy more salient could help motivate

consumers to reduce their consumption.

Dismantle the humane halo. Our results suggest that if

a dairy is environmentally responsible, it is not enough to

get people to recommend its cheese over another brand.

However, if consumers are primed into thinking about how

the animals are treated and the halo effect leads them to

associate environmental practices with humane practices, they

may endorse the product. Yet in reality, regulations pertaining

to treatment of animals in food production tend to be limited or

inconsistent, and there may be little enforcement of voluntary

humane certification (Borkfelt et al., 2015; Ballentine, 2016).

Dairy production in Europe and the UK is increasingly moving

away from pasturing cows to continuous indoor housing (March

et al., 2014; Shortall, 2019), despite consumer preference for
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more ‘traditional’ grazing systems which are perceived as better

for animal welfare (Taverner, 2015). Practices such as dehorning

calves without anaesthesia (Robbins et al., 2015) and immediate

separation of calf from cow after birth (Busch et al., 2017)

are also unpopular with consumers and incompatible with

perceptions that dairy products are ‘natural.’ Efforts to reduce

dairy consumption overall could focus on dismantling the

humane halo by emphasising the downsides of animal welfare

and dispelling some of the bucolic myths surrounding present-

day dairy production.

Conclusion

As a conceptual replication of a study on the halo effect

of a social ethics claim in food production (Schuldt et al.,

2012, Study 2), this research investigated other ethical factors

which could influence the consumption of dairy products in

both direct and indirect ways. In producing evidence of a

‘humane halo’ emanating from information about a dairy’s

environmental practices, we introduce a novel application

of the halo effect, showing that an ethical claim in the

environmental domain can cause participants to infer an ethical

attribute in the animal welfare domain. Further, our results

demonstrate that inferences about dairy animal welfare can

have a greater effect on cheese consumption recommendations

than environmental information, suggesting new avenues for

research regarding altruistic versus self-interested motivations

for food behaviours. We hope these findings will provide a

deeper understanding of the drivers of dairy consumption for

policymakers as well as scientists as they chart a course to a more

sustainable future.
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